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1 2 Next In this post, I will share the best TH8 war base, And along with this, I will also share a link through which you can easily copy the base. These th8 war bases are effective bases and these bases work amazingly for me. Let us now talk about what I am going to make available to you here. Well,
here I will share 8 + Town Hall 8 war bases, and with bases, I will also share all the information about these bases. And you know what? Here I will also share a link through which you can easily copy the bases by simply clicking on the link below each base. These bases that I have shared are unique
basics and made by me based on my experience of producing COC bases. So let's take a look at the bases. Also take a look at 5+ Best Th8 Farming Base 2020, With Base Copy Link. Also take a look at 5+ Best Th8 Trophy Base 2020, With Base Copy Link. Best TH8 War Base by COC Town Hall 8 War
Base anti 3 Stars. These th8 bases are designed by using the Consider protecting the Th8 War Base from an enemy by not allowing it to take 3 stars on your base. As I make these bases, I focus mainly on creating a base that can protect your th8 war from all kinds of attack strategies of City Hall 8. Let's
talk about why these bases are good enough and worth building. First, take a look at walls, then you'll be cleared as to why I say these bases best. Secondly, the town hall is located in the middle of the plinth. this gives you an advantage and most importantly, take a look at the defensive building, which
are perfectly placed. Just click below TO CLICK the base HERE Just click below to click the base CLICK HERE Just click TO click the base CLICK HERE Just click below to copy the base CLICK HERE CLICK HERE TO copy the base CLICK HERE Town Hall 8 Basic Copy Link Anti-everything. These
bases are manufactured taking into account all possible layout and attack strategies of City Hall 8. SO that I can provide you with the best Th8 war base from all the bases of A town hall 8. These bases are built to protect the attack strategy of ground forces and air forces. In the underlying floor walls are
divided into different wall segments, so that enemy giants run out of time while the walls break. So let's talk about which force can best handle these bases. Although these bases can address the entire attack strategy of City Hall 8, here I'm talking about which force these bases are best for in the fight
against enemy attacks. 1- Giant and Wizard/Archer Attack. 2- Hog and wiz attack. 3- Golam and Val attack. 4- Drag attack. Just click below to copy the base CLICK HERE Too, take a loo at- Best Town Hall 8 Hybrid Base 2020 Also, take a look at Best Town Hall 8 Trophy Base 2020 Just click below to
copy a base. CLICK HERE Just click below to copy a base. CLICK HERE Th8 War Base Link Anti-air attack. These bases are well made for fighting attack on air force, you can see the amazing placement of air defense, and you can also see the good placement of air sweepers and hidden Tesla on these
bases. These bases are unique bases, which are manufactured in the best possible way. well built to combat the airstrike strategy. Just click below to CLICK the base CLICK HERE copy copy the base by clicking on the link CLICK HERE conclusion. I hope you like this th8 war base. If you have any
questions and feedback, you can tell me about the comments, I will certainly take a look at them. If you ask me which base is best and what I like best? Although all bases are good, the bases I like the most are 1st, 3rd, 5th and 8th base. Townhall 8 is a major upgrade in the clan's game fight for players.
City Hall 8 has come up with +4 new defensive towers and a new dark elixir drill. If you upgrade from th7 to th8, the first is to create an updated priority list. You will find many priority lists for upgrade orders; each will be different from the other best th8 war bases. Best TH8 War Bases Copy Links 2021
Here in this Town Hall 8 War Base Guide we focused on the upgrade priority list, placement strategies and the design of the base. You will learn many things in just one guide. So go through this guide to prepare for the construction of the best th8 war bases. It is important that City Hall 8 is only the first
stage to prepare for City Hall 9. In City Hall 8 you simply try to unlock and upgrade important buildings and towers, which will be very helpful in City Hall 9. TH8 War Base Anti Gowipe In most levels of the clan's combat, the priority for the upgrade is given to the lab. The same is the case in City Hall 8, you
need to first update the lab as it will help you to update troops. Then you can upgrade either the Clan Castle of the Dark Magic Factory. I will prefer a clan castle as it provides you with +5 additional storage space. City Hall 9 is a heavy grind, so it is very important to do most things in Town Hall 8 max. For
the best th8 war bases, much of your success on defense is based on the lack of enemy attack. The base must be designed in such a way that it is difficult for the enemy to attack it. Anti Everything TH8 War Base The war base is the one where the town hall is very important and most of the time the town
hall is centralized. The town hall is kept in full protection and security. The best th8 war bases must be designed taking into account the protection of the town hall. For the best war bases, your defense and offense must be strong, as you have to attack in war and defend your clan from enemies. There is
a big difference between the th8 trophy base layout and the basic war layout. In a war zone, the army is already arranged in such a way that it can act for both defense and attack purposes. While in the trophy base during the attack you need to change the base design strategy. For the war zone, you
prefer to choose the army during an attack, while in the trophy base you will prefer the target. Below you will learn some amazing strategy to build the best war base designs for your clan. Unbeatable Th8 War Bases Here you'll find some of the amazing and unbeatable th8 warbases for your clan. In most
war bases, City Hall is centralized for its security. But sometimes it is a good strategy to keep the town hall outside the clan, as enemies always try to go to the center. Another good tip in the formation of the best th8 war bases is to divide it into different small sections to make it more difficult. In war bases,
there is less tension of the loot, so you can keep important resource towers inside. Other resource towers can be placed outside to clan and protect it. In this base you can see the Shooter Queen change, you can also change the barbaric king. There is an additional layer of defense and army towers that
surrounds the entire clan. This best base of war shows the astonishing strategy in which the middle compartment is empty. While the town hall is again outside the on a corner, surrounded by a heavy defensive army. The shooting queen old is also placed closer to the town hall for his protection. The other
small compartments consist of resource towers, defence buildings and army towers. The important storage tower is inside the clan, while the other is kept outside. The clan castle is located in one of the sections with defensive buildings. This best th8 war base also has an outer layer of a heavy army that
protects it from the outside. TH8 War Base Anti Dragon and Gowipe This base is divided into two small clans, which continue to consist of small compartments. This best th8 war base consists of a town hall in the center with archer queen age and vital defense buildings. In this, some space is not
unlocked, which is why this base looks small compared to other bases. The two small clans are connected with one layer. This layer consists of a clan castle with air defense buildings and small bombs. This best th8 war base is surrounded by a layer of defense and army buildings that protect the clan
from attack by the enemy. TH8 War Base Dark Barbarian This is one of the most built designs of players to win the war of enemies. In this best th8 war base you will see all the basic strategies needed to make your base most active. On the one hand, the town hall is centralized with a clan castle and a
camp tower. Secondly, the clan is divided into many small sections that make the clan particularly protective. Third, the resource towers are kept within the clan. After all, this best war base has a hard wall that surrounds the entire clan with a heavy army layer outside for protection. TH8 War Base
Undefeated This best Town Hall8 war layout is unique due to its design. The town hall is kept in a compartment with a heavy army and shooting queen age. The last compartment also has heavy defensive and army towers. The middle two layers have very few buildings. There is also a layer of the army
outside the clan that protects this best th8 war base. Base.
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